ArenaFlex
CARE & MAINTENANCE
DAILY/WEEKLY MAINTENANCE:
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Initial Cleaning After Installation
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Wait 24 to 48 hours after installation before proceeding with floor maintenance.
Sweep matting to remove all loose dirt and debris.
Mix a light cleaner (Taski Profy) diluted in water (using manufacturer’s instructions) and, with a
mop, spread over an area of approximately 100 sq. ft. at a time.
Using a rotary buffing machine with either a nylon or polyester pad, scrub area where solution was
spread.
Remove wet residue with wet-vacuum or mop and squeeze bucket.
Rinse with clean mop and repeat drying method.
Repeat cleaning process as necessary to remove any remaining mold release or sediment.
Stay off floor until area is dry.

GENERAL PRECAUTIONS:
ArenaFlex should not be cleaned with any petroleum-based cleaners or sealants. If any petroleum fuels are
spilled on the matting, it should be removed immediately to avoid damage to the matting.
1.

Recommended Floor Finishes to Help Maintain Color and Make Cleaning Easier
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SFSB 1 gallon or 5 gallons – Sealer for colored ArenaFlex.

WARRANTY:
Manufacturer warrants colored ArenaFlex to be free of defects in materials or workmanship for five (5) years
from the date of purchase. This is limited to the replacement of defective product. In addition, manufacturer
warrants the aforementioned products against excessive wear (up to 1% per year) when recommended
installation and maintenance guidelines are followed.
Except for the limited warranty set forth, manufacturer extends no further guarantees including installation,
excessive moisture under tiles or water migration through slab, etc. While color consistency is strictly
monitored, exact uniformity of color and swirl pattern is not guaranteed. Any claims regarding physical
defects in the ArenaFlex products must be made prior to installing ArenaFlex with recommended adhesives.
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